Leaflet for the Wolfgang-Schulenberg-Programme

The programme pursues the goal to enable academic trainees of the Carl von Ossietzky University the participation in an international conference abroad through granting a travel allowance.

1. Scholarships are only assigned to persons who give a lecture or present a poster on an international conference.

2. Travels to conferences in Germany are not supported by this programme.

3. Subsequent applications after an attended conference are not possible.

4. Multiple funding’s per year are not possible. This also involves another funding from the Congress-Scholarship-Programme.

5. Condition for the scholarship is the submission of a written commitment from the organisers of the conference that the declared discourse or the poster is accepted for the official programme of the conference and that the person who files the application ranks first, if there are several authors.

6. The application consists of a filled in application form and attached appendices: (1) an outline of the discourse or the poster and (2) a written confirmation of acceptance of the discourse or the poster from the organisers of the conference. Latter can be handed in later.

7. The granted allowance depends on the emerging costs and is going to be differently high. The maximal amount is 500€.

8. Applications can be filed at any time. For conferences from April to September the applications have to be filed no later than 1st March, for conferences from October to March no later than 1st October. The University Society decides bi-annual about the received applications.

9. With acceptance of the scholarship the recipient commits oneself to unasked bring forward an evidence of the ensued payment of the conference fee and each a copy of the front page of the official programme of the conference as well as the page which the discourse or poster is announced on.

Applications and evidences following the conferences are send to:
E-Mail: ugo-antraege@uni-oldenburg.de